The formation of two-neutron halo is described using the neutron-neutron (n-n) interaction fixed at the low-energy n-n scattering limit. This method is tested for loosely-bound two neutrons in 24 O, where a good agreement with experimental data is found. It is applied to halo neutrons in 22 C in two ways: with the 20 C core being closed or correlated due to excitations from the closed core. This nn interaction is shown to be strong enough to produce a two-neutron halo in both cases, locating 22 C on the drip line, while 21 C remains unbound. A unique relation between the two neutron separation energy, S 2n , and the radius of neutron halo is presented. New predictions for S 2n and the radius of neutron halo are given for 22 C. The estimated halo radius is found to be consistent with a recent experimental data. The appearance of Efimov states is also discussed. Spectra of excited states in 22 C are predicted. The n-n interaction used here is large compared to conventional shell-model interactions. Roles of three-body forces are discussed.
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1.
Introduction Two-neutron halos are found in several light drip-line nuclei such as 10 He, 14 Be, 19 B and 22 C since it was found in 11 Li [1] . When one neutron is removed from these nuclei, they become unbound. The two-neutron halos in 11 Li,
14
Be and
19
B have rather complex structure, that is, with mixtures of two or more orbits, but those in
10
He and
22
C have simple structure with almost pure s 1/2 2 components. Here, we are mainly concerned with the halo structure of
C. We study how the two-neutron halo in 22 C is formed from the low energy limit of neutron-neutron (n-n)
interaction. We use a three-body model which assumes a 20 C-core and two valence neutrons interacting each other. This is a Borromean situation [2, 3] , and similar configurations have been considered in previous theoretical works [4] [5] [6] [7] but with different methods and interactions. The 20 C-core is treated, on one hand, as a closed-core with 1p 10 ν1d 5/2 6 configurations, and on the other hand as a correlated-core with mixing of 2s 1/2 orbit. 20 C is known to have 2s 1/2 2 components whose spectroscopic factor is about 1 [8] . Relations between the two-neutron separation energy, S 2n , and the halo radius are derived for both cases. The halo radius is estimated by taking into account a condition for
21
C to be unbound, and compared with experimental data. A comment on Efimov states is made. In sect. 2, a three-body model is explained and applied to 24 O. S 2n and halo radius in
22
C are studied using both closed-shell and correlated 20 C-core. Spectra of 22 C are also predicted. In sect. 3, the low energy bare n-n interaction is compared with n-n interaction in the medium, and roles of there-body forces are investigated. A summary is given in sect. 4.
Three-body model with low energy n-n intearction
We use a three-body model consisiting a core and two neutrons. Neutron-core interaction is taken to be a one-body Woods-Saxon (WS) potential. The energy of a neutron in the WS potential , ε, is positive (negative) if it is unbound (bound). For the n-n interaction, v nn , one in the low energy limit which reproduces both the scattering length, a nn , and the effective range, r nn , is used [9] . A gaussian radial form with the range of 1.795 fm is adopted, whose strength is adjusted to give a nn = -18.9 fm and r nn = 2.75 fm. The two-neutron energy, E nn , is given by E nn = 2ε+ <v nn > (1) where <v nn > is the matrix element of v nn for the two-neutron wave function and is negative. The three-body system is bound if E nn is negative. Two-neutron separation energy is defined by S 2n = -E nn , and as one-neutron separation energy is given by S 1n = -(ε+<v nn >), S 2n =2S 1n +<v nn >. Note that S 1n = (S 2n -<v nn >)/2 is larger than S 2n /2. The halo wave function damps more rapidly than that obtained with S 1n =S 2n /2.
Here, for a neutron the attraction from the other neutron is treated as an aditional onebody potential obtained by convolution of v nn by the neutron wave functions. S 1n and bound neutron wave function are obtained by solving a Schrodinger equation in the WS+ the additional potential. The neutron wave function is used for the convolution of v nn again. Thus, after this iterative procedure, S 1n , <v nn > and S 2n are obtained self-consistently when they are converged.
Application to
24
O
In the three-body model, 24 O is treated as 22 O-core and two neutrons. 23 , is shown in Fig. 1 . Here, the case for S 1n = S 2n /2 is also shown. Experimetal range for S 2n are denoted by vertical lines [10] and possible values by arrows [8] . Another experiment suggests a value of S 2n = -0.140±0.460
MeV [13] . Experimental value for S 2n is rather scatterd and it is not well determined. As ε= -(S 2n + <v nn >)/2, the condition for 21 C to be unbound is ε> 0, that is, S 2n < -<v nn > =|<v nn >|. This condition is satisfied for S 2n < 0.3 MeV. As for r.m.s. radius of the neutron halo, a value of 15.97+3.67/-3.97 fm was obtained from proton-carbon scattering experiment [14] . This value looks to be consistent with the present model with the closed-shell 20 C-core for S 2n ≦110 keV.
But, this is not the end of the story.
22
C with correlaed 20 C-core
We next study the case for correlated 20 C. Occupation number of neutron 2s 1/2 orbit is about 1 [8] . It is also true for a shell-model calculation with the YSOX interaction [15] . There is a large mixing of components of ν1d 5/2 4 2s 1/2 2 configurations, which lowers the ground state energy of 20 C. On the other hand, the halo state in 22 C is dominantly 2s 1/2 2 configuration [8] .
How to reconcile this situation?
We here adopt the following model. Halo s-orbit is occupied by two neutrons as predicted by the experiments [8] . Orthogonality condition between this halo s-orbit and the s-orbit of the 20 C-core state should be satisfied, that is, the core s-orbit is made orthogonal to this halo s-orbit by Gram-Schmidt method. This gives rise to blocking effects on the core states. Energy of the
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Title (or short title) The relation between S 2n and the halo radius for the correlated 20 C-core case is shown in Fig. 1 (red solid line) . The condition for 21 C to be unbound gives S 2n < 0.8 MeV. Fig.1 suggests
Title (or short title) that the r.m.s. radius of the neutron halo is 6-7 fm, which is quite small compared with the value obtained in Ref. [14] . The amount of the 2s 1/2 component in |s 1/2 (core)> state is β 2 ～40-50%.
Recently, the matter radius of 22 C was re-measured, which yields 3.44±0.08 fm [17] much smaller compared with the previous one, 5.4±0.9 fm [14] . A smaller halo radius of 6.74+0.71/-0.48, which is consistent with the present three-body model with the correlated 20 C-core, is estimated from the recent measurement [17] and the radius of 20 C [11] . As dependence of the halo radius on S 2n is small, it is difficult to determine the value of S 2n from the radius.
The hypothesis of Efimov [18, 19] states implies the appearance of similar states at different scales near threshold. The upper bound on the radius of the halo in the correlated-core model contradicts this hypothesis. The ground state of 
Spectra of 22 C
We discuss energy spectra of 22 C. Shell-model calculations with the modified two-body YSOX interaction and the modified single-particle energy of the 2s 1/2 orbit are carried out for the correlated-core cases. Calculated spectra are shown in Fig. 2 as well as for the original YSOX Hamiltonian without the halo effects. As βbecomes smaller with increasing strength of the WS potential, the energy levels of the excited states are pushed up. Occupation numbers of 2s 1/2 orbit in the ground state are 0.28,
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Title (or short title) 6 0.24 and 0.18, respectively, for the correlated-
20
C cases in Fig. 2 . The case without the correlation with β=1 is also shown as "non-cor.-20 C" where the occupation number of 2s 1/2 orbit is 0.94. It would be quite interesting to measure the energy of the first 2+ state. This can tell us information on how much 2s 1/2 component is blocked in the correlated 20 C-core as well as S 2n from the strength of the WS potential.
3.
Strength of n-n interaction and roles of three-body forces We compare the low-energy bare n-n interaction with those in the medium. A Gaussian interaction which reproduces the scattering length and the effective range is used for the lowenergy limit of n-n interaction, V low . The expectation value of V low for the 2s 1/2 2 (J=0) state evaluated for a harmonic oscillator (H.O.) wave function ( ℏ ω =14 MeV) is large in its magnitude compared with the matrix elements in conventional shell-model interactions in the medium. The matrix element V = <ν2s 1/2 2 ; J=0 | v nn |ν2s 1/2 2 ; J=0> is shown in Fig. 3 for V low as well as USD [20] , USDA [21] , USDB [21] and SDPF-M [22] . As we see from Fig. 3 , the magnitudes for the shell-model interactions are smaller than that of V low by 0.7 -1.1 MeV. This difference can be attributed to the repulsion due to the effects of the three-body forces [23] . V low with three-body forces, and shell-model interactions, USD [20] , USDA [21] , USDB [21] and SDPF-M [22] Contributions from the three-body forces are taken into account with the use of FujitaMiyazawa force which is induced by Δ 33 -isobar excitations through two-pion exchanges. The effective two-body matrix element for the valence neutron s-orbits is obtained by folding the 20 C core. The repulsive contributions from the three-body force reduce the attraction from V low . The magnitude of the matrix element with the inclusion of the three-body force gets close to the values of the shell-model interactions for the case for harmonic oscillator radial wave functions. When the halo wave function is used for the s-orbit, the three-body force contributions become as small as 0.15 MeV, which is almost negligible. Thus for the halo in 22 C, n-n interaction remains strong enough to form the two-neutron halo.
Summary
We studied the formation of two-neutron halo in light drip-line nuclei, 24 O and
22
C, using n-n interaction fixed by the low-energy limit of n-n scattering. S 1n and S 2n in 24 O are found to be well reproduced by our three-body model. The structure of the ground state of 22 C is studied in two different approaches with a closed and a correlated 20 C. A unique relation between S 2n and halo radius is presented. S 2n is constrained to be less than 0.8 MeV (0.3 MeV) for the correlated (closed) core from the condition that C and the value of S 2n . The strength of the present low-energy limit n-n interaction is large compared with shellmodel interactions in the medium. This difference can be explained with the repulsive contributions from the three-body forces, but for halo states this contribution is small. There are, therefore, no inconsistencies between the n-n interaction used here for halos and the interactions in th medium. 
